Special Applications

Custom Sizes, Shapes,
and Colors

The Starlight Skylight series of skylights and curb mounts
is truly broad and versatile. Each model may be modified
in shape, size, and color to meet individual tastes and
installation requirements. All models feature our standard
welded construction, warm edge technology, wide variety
of glazings, and the quality you have come to expect from
Starlight Skylights. These Special Application Models will
help save you time and money.

Custom Sizes, Shapes, and Colors - Starlight Skylights
are available in a wide range of sizes, shapes, and colors;
both fixed and vented. Most models will come complete
with our unique double flashing system that eliminates
air infiltration and leaks. Cost and turn-around-time are
both incredibly low. Call us with your unique projects.
Curb Mounts; Fixed and Vented - Starlight Skylights
come in Curb Mounted models, both fixed and vented.
Vented models include a removable insect screen.
Curb Mounts are a real money saver for remodeler’s
who want to upgrade to a premium glass skylight but
do not want to disturb the original interior.

Curb Mounts;
Fixed and Vented

Flat Roof Applications - The unique double flashing
system of standard Starlight Skylight is effective down to
a ‹/¡™ pitch. For flat roofs and near flat roof applications
order a Starlight Skylight with the Flat Roof Flashing Kit.
The Flat Roof Flashing Kit is installed at the factory
making your installation in the field both quick and easy.
Several trim-out options are available, call for details.
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Venting Unit Accessories
Starlight Skylights venting skylights and roof windows come standard
with a manual operating system, complete with handle. For out-of-reach
locations and special arrangements the following accessories are available:

Gang Flashing Kits - For added
flexibility an unlimited number of
Starlight Skylights can be installed
in groups using the Starlight Skylight
Gang Flashing Kit. Skylights of the
same length can be grouped sideby-side and skyIights of the same
width can be grouped over-andunder. Custom made for each
installation ensures a perfect fit
every time.

Sentry 2000™ Standard Venting Motor
and Wall Switch - Venting skylights can be
ordered or retrofitted with a compact quiet
motor that opens the unit with a simple touch
of a switch. Up to three skylights can be
operated from a single switch.

SkySentry® Deluxe
Venting Motor, Rain
Sensor, and Wall Switch

Decorating
Accessories

Want protection against sudden rains
while you are out? Relax, the SkySentry® is
on duty. This system has all the smarts to virtually run by itself. This system comes standard
with a rain sensor. Optional, hand held remote
control allows operation of your skylight from
anywhere in the room. For even more protection
the motorized system can be hooked up to a
thermostat, an electric smoke detector, or even
home control or security systems.

Shades - Accordion Pleated Shades
are available in style setting colors
to compliment any decor. Shades are
available to fit all standard skylight
models as well as most custom
skylights. For your convenience
Side Channels are included with
every shade. Telescoping poles are
available in two sizes: Standard
(6⁄/™’ ) and Long (9⁄/™’ ).

Rain Sensor

Telescoping Poles and Adapters
Telescoping Poles are available in
two models: Standard (48” to 74”)
and Long (74” to 122”) for manual
operation of elevated venting skylights.
Telescoping poles can be ordered
with Hook or Hex Ball Adapters.

800-776-1539

Hex Ball Adapter

